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NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF NON-LINEAR CREEP PROBLEMS 
WITH APPLICATION TO PLATES 

z. P. BA�ANTt 
The Technological Institute, Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois 

Abstract-A general numerical method of time integr'dtion of non-linear integral·type creep probloms is pre
sented. This method nedllees the creep problem to a sequence of elasticity problems with initial strains. It> prae· 
tical feasibility and convergence is proved by the analysis of n rectangular plate, and the accuracy of ,arious 
types of the method is empirically studied. For the special case of u de�enerate memory function, un ellicient. 
storage and time saving modification is derived. In addition, the numerical methods for rate-type cr«p are 01.0 
studied. 

1. INTRODUCnON 
IT IS well-known that an inelastic stress problem can be approximately solved as a sequence 
of linear elastic problems. This method is based on Theorem I given in thl! Appendix. 
This theor�m allows to convert the elasticity problem with initial strains to an elasticity 
problem without initial strains. For volumetric strains this theorem was presented in 
1838 by Duhamel, for deviatoric strains and isotropic material it wn. derived in 1<)3! by 
Reissner (see [1]). By different approaches it was later independently obtained by Eschelby 
(cf. [1]) and (for a generally anisotropic material) by Bldant [2-4]. First application of this 
theorem to creep (of the rate type) of plates is due to Lin [5, I] and Batant [3,4]. In these 
studies only simple examples, accessible to hand calculation and serving merely the purpose 
of illustration, were solved numerically [5, 1]; in space coordinates the finite dilference 
method was considered. Without recourse to Theorem I, a conversion of initial strains to 
nodal loads, eql!ivalent to this theorem, has been developed for the finite element method 
(cf. [6]), 

In this papert a method of solution of non-linear integral-type problems bascd on 
Theorem 1 wiII be shown and applied to plate bending. The solution for the rate-type creep 
will be also discussed. Practical feasibility and convergence of solution will be proved by 
the results of computer analysis and the rate of convergence will be studied by means of 
examples. 

2. ALGORITHM OF TIME INTEGRATION FOR INTEGRAL-TYPE CREEP 
Let the following isotropic non-linear creep law for small deformations be considered: 
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t This paper is based on author's Internat Research Report No. 68/2. "Approximate Analysis of Linear and 
Nonlinear Creep Problems. Initial Strain Method", Department of Civil Engineering, University of Toronto 
(1968). 
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where I = time. 10 = time of first loading. r = time as int�gration variable: 11 •• Co = volu
metric stress and strain: sij. e" = deviators of strc�s and strain in cartesian coordinates 
x = -"I' Y = x2• : = x): L, .• Ld = given m�mory functions: K = volumetric modulus. 
G = shear modulus: F, .• Fd = given polynomials in the basic invariants of the stress tensor 
in time f. In the numerical example it will be assumed: 

(2) 

where CT,. and 5 are expressed m kp (force kilogram)/cm2; 5 = stress intensity. For plane 
stress (CTll = O'll = CTlJ = 0). 

(3) 

where CTij = 5/j+Oi/l. = stress tensor. Oij = Kronecker delta. The memory functions will 
be assumed in the numerical example as follows 

i1 [( 1(0) I-f J] L/..t. f) = -- 0'6+- ---Of t /-1+60 . 
L,(t. r) = L,,(I,f)(O'5-II')f(l +/1') 

(4) 

where II' = Poisson ratio for creep. These memory functions may be used for cement 
concrete at constant humidity and temperature; I and f represent the age of concrete and 
in (4) are assumed to be given in days. 

Introducing a subdivisIOn 1(01.1(1) •••• 1(0) of the given time interval (to, cd into n equal 
subintervals Ll./, the hereditary integrals in equation (I) for 1 =- 1(,) may be approximated 
by the following expressions 

where 

e�(,. = s�(,/2G 

O'�I"I = L c'i!.)t1II.,FL',.,L ... (t1rl' (.,) J=D , 
s�("J = L c�S)Sjll.,Ftlf'JLrit(,p t(,s» ,=0 

IS) 

(6) 

Subscript (r) stands for time 1"" e.g. CT"'o' = (f,.(/,,); c�.,. = coefficients of the formula for 
numerical integration. The creep law (1) may now be written in the form 

/i.j = 1.2.3). (7) 
If in a given creep prohlem the stresses have already heen calculated up to the time 1"-11 
and an estimate of the values in time 1(,) has been made (by extrapolation), the values 
e�", and I:�", may be determined. using equation (5). Equations (6) may then be regarded 
as a lictitious linear clastic stress strain law with prescribed initial strains c�. e:�. Thecalcula
tion of CT/j", and foij", is therd'ure a prohlem of elasticity with initial strains. This prublem 
may be converted to an elasticity problem without initial strains according to Theorem 1. 
The loads to be considered :lfe the given applied loads (and the prescribed displacemcnts) 
for time I,,). Solution of this clu,(icity problcm yields the stresses, strains and displacements 

in time 1(,). Calculating e�". and c?", again for these values of stress. and repeating the 
solution of theelasticity problem with initial strains, more accurate values ofstresses, strains 
and displacements in lime I,,) may be obtained. 
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Accuracy of the above algorithm depends essentially on the formula (5) for the evalua
tion of the hereditary integrals. The error is of order AI' if the coefficients �'I are introduced 
according to the formula 

+."l) + /c,- J) + :f, (-/c,-n + 13/c" + 131; .. n-/c,- 211J (8) 

which is valid for r � 3 (both even and odd). For r = 2 the Simpson rule may be used. 
However. a special procedure is needed for r = I in order to maintain th� same order of 
error and a void the trapezoidal rule which would give an error of order 1l12. This can be 
achieved by successive approximations over the first three steps Ill. as follows. First the 
approximate values of CTij,o,.'CT/j",.CT'j,lI and CT'j" , are determined: most simply",),.\) = �'h" = CT/j", = CTij,o. may be Introduced. Then the values (f'j,Q " for the middle of the first 
mterval /1(0).1(1) are computed. using a 4th order interpolation formula which is 11,/ .... , = 
(S�ijflll + 15t1iifll- SUfj':1 +ujil )/16. Subsequently the values a;),"., U:�111' a:�I" arc corr.putcd. 
usmg solely the values 11/j", of the preceding approximation. The values CT/j,o" enable to 
apply the Simpson rule for the calculation of 11/j,,,. 

The algorithm of integration, just described. is represented by a flow chart in Fig. 1. 
SUBI (CT/I, W, CT�) is a subroutine for the solution of the elasticity problem with initial 
stresses 11P; as the input values; in the case of a plate this solution is carried out according 

fIG. I. Flow chart of Ihe fourth-order method in the ease of inlesral.type creep. valid for n � 3 (n = sub
dlYlSIon of lime; nJ - number of iterations; ... .. number of approximalions; T _ true. F � false; 

SUBI. SUB2- subroutines ddined in the lext!. 
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to equations (A4), (A6HA 10): SLa I alse) indudes the CLlsti.: solutilln of II' and (fi), caused 
by the given applied loads in time '"" and adds these values to the values due to initial 
stresses v?;. SljB2 U;J' Vi) is a subroutine which, using the values (f'J' evaluates the inte
grands (denoted by j;) of the hcreJitar) integrals in tdIl1S "I' [he t,)ta l stresses (f� = sf, + 
biP� [rather than v� and s�; as in equation (6)]; this is done a,'wrdlng to equations (AI), 
(3), (2), (5) in this order, followed by 

<Tj,., and ff; are auxiliary arrays for storage oi the values of (f'i and .I;J ' and enahle to save 
computing time. 

The refined. highly accurate method of integration. just described, requires that the 
functions (e.g. (f I tl whieh are to be integrated in time (or extrapolated) are sufficiently 
smooth, i.e. continuous and possessing continuous first three time derivatives. This con
dition is satisfied if the given loading (applied loads and prescribed displacements) evolves 
as a sufficiently smooth function of time. 

If the loading or some of its first three derivatives is piece-wise discontinuous in time, 
the above integration algorithm would have to be started after each discontinuity as in the 
first three steps. Such a procedure would be. however. quite cumbersome, especially in the 
case of many discontinuities. Therefore only the most simple step-by-step procedure is 
then justified. The subintavals must be selected so that discontinuities occur only at the 
ends of individual subintervals. The time-integrals (9) may be calculated by the trapezoidal 
or rectangular rule and there is no reason for a special procedure in the first steps; for the 
first estimate of (fij,.) no extrapolation from the previous subintervals is possible and only 
such assumptions as (fiil .. :::; 0 or (fij" , = (fiJ'._" make sense.t The elfect of sudden load 
increments which represents an elasticity problem, must be computed separately. 

To verify the above method of integration in time and study its convergence, the solution 
of a rectangular plate has hecn programmed. The edges x = 0 and x = a were considered 
as fixed, and the edges}' = 0 and y = b as simply supported. In space coordinates the 
finite difference method has been used; the plate was subdivided by a rectangular grid with 
the steps !1x = a/lO and !1y = hi 10 along x and y, and !1= = dil2 across the thickness of 
plate. The functions w. M�, .\1�, M�y were represented by two-dimensional arrays of nodal 
values, and (f 11 ,(J 11, (f 12 by three-dimensional arrays. The integrals (A4) over the thickness 
of plate were evaluated by Simpson rule. 

The following values were assumed for computations: a = b = 400 em, d = 12 em, 
E = 4 x 10; kp/em 

1 
(kp = kilopond = force kilogram), 11 = 0·15, 11' = 0,05, 10 = 60 days, 

tl = 180 days. A constant, uniformly distributed load q = 0·7 kp/cm', applied in time 
to was considered. 

The results of computer analysis (IBM 7094) are given in Table I for different numbers n 
of the subdivisions of the time interval (to, 1 d. The results are graphically represented in 

Figs. 2(<1, b and c), 

t For linear integral-type crec:p, this simplest version of inlc:grallon In lime was suggested (without numerical 
verification) by Balanl in 1966 (2j. 
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TAHLE I. NUMERICAL RESULTS FOR INTEGRAL-TYPE CR[bP 0 .. A PI A Il 

No. of 
�o. \..If approxima- ."( = ail x = (1"2 x=- al2 , � h " 1; == ..J 3 

itcrJI:l)flS t1on� Subdivision y = 62 Y == h,2 �. = h 2 .d," \" ::- b .: 
per SlC:P mfirsr : � a.2 : . .,.:: d:'� ,I: 

"J 3 steps a, a, T .. 
". -----------

4 1·175 117·3 9013 - 15·0 0".10 
8 1·1644 111·7 90·12 -191 o S753 

16 1·15969 110500 S9·1199 _. I � 9tiX9 (1,oI41/> 
4 4 II i9 117·9 91·71 --17·4 C r;�('IS 

8 1·160:3 111·6 90·10 - Jt)� o S::'� 
16 1·15969 110·494 89·lIh9 - I� "INO O�"'j�08 

10 4 1·178 117·1 91 68 - IS: l) �S&4 
8 1·164, 111·6 9011 -19 � (i 1<. 7�� 

16 1 15969 110·494 X9 1171 -- I� 41"11 (l �71�lJ� 

3. SIMPLIFICATIO:\ FOR A DEGE:\,ERATE \IDIORY FV:--;CfIO:\ 
Often the memory functions may be assumed in the form of a degenerate kernd [8], 

L,.(t, r) = I A,.(r)B,)r), 
-. 

Laft, r) = I A .. .(TIB ... (t) (9) 
.= I ,.1 

in which the number of terms, n., is small; A, .• , B, .• , A ... , B ... are functions of one variable. 
For instance the function often used for concrete, namely 
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faces; in time to. 0 corre�pond� to 0, 10 to 2tJ5; mllllll.: I,. (} ,"orrl.:sponds to O. 10 to 133_ 
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in which 40, are functions and )', constants. may be brought to the form (9). Substituting (9) 
into creep law (I). it follows 

where 

(T�I"f = I B[·"'�IS'·",r) 1 
, 

S, .• ,., = r A,Jr)Fv(r)a,(t) dr. 
.(1 

(11 ) 

(12) 

Replacing these integrals with a finite sum according to formula (8). the following recurrent 
relationships may be found (for r > 3): 

�t S, .• ,., = S, .• ,. -Ii + 24"(841,.,., + 2341,.,._11 -II 41,.,. _ " + 541,.,. -ll -41 " ,. ,,J. (13) 

where 41"., denotes the value of A ,.,.,F,.,.,Il",.,.,. For r = 3. 
S"'''' = j.1.t(41"., + 341"," + 3'1',.", + 41,..,,), (141 

In the case of a general memory function the need for storage of the c�ltire history of 
stresses ail in the computer memory may be a serious obstacle. Obviously. this may be 
circumvcnted if the memory funct ions arc given in form (9) becausc it is suJJicicnt to store 
only the history of stresses aij over the last four steps. and the current values of S " , -t- S".' 
S22. + S,." S.:. (in case of a plane problem) for all :x. in addition. The amount of computer 
time for evaluation of a� becomes also substantially reduced. The general form of the 
flow chart as it appears in Fig. I remains unchanged. 

The recurrent relationship for Silo and S,., is especially simple if the trapezoidal rule is 
used for the evaluation of integrals (12). Then 

.1.1 S"'II(1" = SI· .. (,._11+2(AI· .. { .. _ I IFI· ... U._ I/'I· ....... _I'+ A I ........ ,FI·� .. Ic1I.a ... )' Sjj"", = . . . (15) 

so that only the current values (t = I(,}) and the last preceding values (t = 1(,_ l) of the 
stresses a'j need be stored. The starting values are S,.,., = S'j,., = O. The corresponding 
flow chart is given in Fig. 3. 

It should be noted that in the case of a degenerate kernel [equation (91� Ih� non-linear 
integral-type creep la w (I) may be converted to a rate-type creep la w in form of a differential 
equation of order 11,. 

4. ALGORITHM OF TI:\IE INTEGRATION FOR RATE-TYPE CREEP 
Consider now the following isotropic constitutive equation for small strains 

K(e,+g,.r.,,) = G,.+/..a,. 

(i.j = 1.2.3) } (16) 
2G(e,j+g.ei} = sij+hsij 

where J, .. ld' g, .. gd = given polynomials in the invariants of the stress and strain tensors; 
e,,, ei), G" S'j = rates of strain and stress which may be taken (for small strains) as partial 
derivatives, e.g. Gij = oaij/ot. In the numerical example it has been assumed 

Iv = g, = g. = 0, I. = 0.2;+-52/2502• ( 17) 
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I,F.,.F .. .... eq.(!l,(2) .fDf O",.'".S_ 
I:F;tF�·"". -11- cr,;.I,:."; 
tr.,C .... F.,tT'I,III .... F.s. •. ." .... F.s. 
5 .... -5. + t rA. F;";+A .... ",.).s, .. . . s,. ... Q OCr-II wv) a 

FIG. 3. Flow charI orth •• <cond·order melhod in 'he case or degenera,e memory rUDction rorinlegral-Iype 
creep. 

Subdiving the given time interval (to. CI) as before. the creep law (16) may be approxi
mated by the finite difference equations: 

where 
& ... , = 1l.t1.,./K +t?',.,. 

t�., = a�./K. ee", = se,./2G 

a?,., = (/..ii. - Kg,i, I,';C }. 
e�", = <l�ij-2Gg"e;j)tl.t 

(i,j = 1.2.3) (1S) 

(19) 

(20) 

/l stands for increment from time c',_1) to time c")' e.g. ,';t,.". = t,.,.,-t"I._ .. ;!4'!0' sl} • . . .  = 

certain values of J4./.' Sij • • • •  within the interval [1,.- 1,_ c,.)]. . 
Most simply the values of J..!o. Si} . . . . may be taken as the values of J4./ •• Sij.· .. In 

time c"_')' i.e. 5i} = sij,._ " etc. the error in equation (18) being of order /l/. These values 
are available from the analysis of the preceding step (/,,-1)' C',_I) so that the values of 
£�.,.t'�,., in equation (IS) may be determined. Thus equation (1S� ma� be regarde� �� a 
fictitious incremental linear elastic stress-strain law with prescnbed IOcremental IOllIal 
strains E?. e�. The loads to be considered are the given applied load inc�ements �uring the 
interval [C,,_I)' cl.). The calculation of /lalit., and /leij,., can be done agalO according to the 
Appendix. 

A more accurate method whose error is proportional to /lt1 may be arranged similarly 
as the second-order Runge-Kutta method for ordinary differential equations. Using the 
approximate values of /la.,.,. /l.�IJ,.,. & .. "./leij,., obtained as above. t� •• e�I" (or a�,.,. 
S�I") may be �ecalculated from the following improved values 

(21) 
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with the corresponding l,.ld' g, .. gd. and the analysis of ,';Uij,.,. Mil .. , r'pl".l!c':. T:'� oligo
rithm of this method is represented by the fiow chart in Fig. 4. Subrouti;'le SL'B 1 is the 

same as in Fig. 1; SUB 3 (U�. iii,} is a subroutine which evaluates a�;. 3t'r;' ;;�g e".lations 
(A 1 I. (.1). (17). (20). (.4.5) in this order. 

The second order method is. of course. justified only if th.: given \,)a';s �;'lJ theIr first 
time derivative vary continuously with time within each time step. ('oot:.l:Y to the 

method in Fig. 1 for the integral-type creep. the loads and theIr deri\.l:i\es ;nay e�hib;t 
sudden increments (discontinuities) in times c,,) because no extrapoiation fr');TI the previous 
interval is used. Determination of the effect of these sudden load increments is .111 e:3sticity 
problem. 

,w (initial vatu .. for on elostlC: plcre) ; 

OJij- O"ii + t AO"'j 
w-w+ t6w 
I-I+1-A1 

FIG. 4. Flow chart of the second·order method in the case of rarc-t) J'C creep fn = s�hd,\ ;�j\'1:-. \ I time. 
T = true. F = ralso). 

The first order method is applicable for any piece-wise continuous time \ariation of 
loads. provided that the subintervals of time are selected so that discontinuities o.:.:ur vnly 
at the ends of individual subintervals. 

For verification. the same example as before has been programmed ior the rate-type 
creep [equations (16). (17»). The following numerical data were assumed: 

a = b = 400 cm. d = 12 cm. E = 4x 10' kpcm-2.11 = 0·25. Co = 0. 1, ,. 6. 
,';x = fly = a/12. /lz = djl2. 

A constant. uniformly distributed load q = 0·6 kp cm - 2. applied in time Co. Yo as .:-ons:dercd. 
The results furnished by computer analysis (IBM 7094) are given in Tab:e :! ior various 
numbers. n, of subintervals in time. and are graphically represented in Figs. 5ta. b. c). 
Figure 6 gives an example how the plots were output on printer. For practical purposes the 
line plots in Fig. 5 need not be constructed because the letter code in the printer plot as in 
Fig. 6 enables to determine the value in any point (without interpolation) with the accuracy 
of ± 1 per cent of the maximum value. 

Finally. the comparison of computer storage requirements is of interest. Denoting by 
N the number of storage locations required for the first order method for rate-type creep. 

..� 
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TASt F : :'\l\IFRICAL RE.�l·lll\ FOR R"TF-nl'l: CRLf-P Of A PLATF 

\ == d: \: = ,; 1 \ --= (/ - - ,/ � \ �, /. \ c d 2 
Subdnlsk1n \ = ., : �- :..: \ 0 " , . r : \ :- II {\ -.: ,'l2 

Method -' j 2 ; � d � .- � ./C : = If J 
G, G. --------------

lq order 4 1 Oo�Nb o 1'I�73: 1', 11 11g·:: - II 4,6 IOJ.96 

method 8 \ 'Itt! 1(1 01\04;0.;0 13196 11 '7 �� - 11717 10319 

16 1 oti"IG2 " R0440 1; !·�2 1!7 19 - II �4; 102·87 

32 i n6jL'� ()'Xr,·.p;) 1.1190 11; 01 -119(\� 102,7.2 
f>.l i Ot>1.J�: 0-864:: I J1.�9 116·92 -1193X 1021>5 

2nd order 4 105716 Q.R6\)'75 131 1>9 1151>5 -11971 IO:!·1R 
method 8 IO(I(X\0 0-81>-' 78 131 �89 116·72 -11979 102·53 

16 IOhO-n o 8f>.l1 5 131g8 116 R I -119701 102565 
32 11)t>i17Q (\ Rf>423 131 SS3 116S25 - II 9679 102·573 
f>.l il)""':"l O·Sf>.l24 I) 1,,84 III> 82'1 -11·9674 102·575 

the second order method for rate-type creep requires about 2N locations. The fourth order 
method for integral-typ� creep requires (n + 4)N locations where n is the number of sub
divisions of the time interval. (n the case of a degenerate memory function. however. the 
number of storage locations need�d is the same as for the rate-type creep (for a method of 
the same order), and the C0It1r"tl'r time i, also ahout the same. 

5. CO:\CLUSIO:\S 
l. The non-linear creep of plates. either of integral-type or of rate-type, can be solved 

as a seq ucnce of elastici t y pro blems. 
2. In the problem con�idcred. the algorithms in Figs. I and 4 practically well converg�d 

and enabled to achieve highly accurate results. 
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FIG. 5. Lmc� of equal relatl .... e values in the nght lower quadrant of plate. Rate"lype CTecp. (D.i,h<.'� iln .. > 

pertain LO I = to. contmuous hnc� to t = ll; S denotes (hI.! s.imply supported edge. F the li\ ... ·J edt-e, 0 
the center ofpiate.)(a) M<1oXlmum principal stresses al lhe lower face of plate; in time '0- 0 c(lrre'r(\i1�� III 
- 67, 10 to 129·S; In time t]. 0 correspond� to - 133. 10 to 131·9. (b) Minimum princip..li stn:��.:� ... 1 :�JI!' 
lower face; in time '0,0 corresponds to - 267, 10 to 94·5; in time I,. 0 corresponds to - �OO. 10 to I J � 5 
(c) StrelloS intensity at the faces; in time (0.0 corresponds to 0, 10 to 244; in time 11.0 corresponds to .J 

10 to 175. 
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FIG. 6. Example showing how Ihe Ime" of equal values lin FIg. 5(1.;), I = til were .. imulated on printer. 
(Th«! mlen·at between the maltimum .. alue and the minimum value was diVided in 50 equal subintervals, h� \\hKh the fol1ov.lI1� !<.Cries Ilr )(lI,. 11.lr,I!.:lcr, wa ... 'l,.�Ij.!IICJ 

ABCDE·. :PIJRS/ .. :UVw.n·. ,'ABrI)£·. :PQRST-. 

3. For the integral-type creep (now chart in Fig. I), high number of iterations per step 
brings hardly any improvement of accuracy and two iterations per step (n; = 2) are suffi
cient. 

4. In the case of rate-type creep, the convergence rate of thc second-order method was 
for stresses in some nodes substantially bctter than In the first order method. while in 
other nodes the convergence rale was about the same (but not worse). 
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5. For a ,kgenerate memory function [equation (9)J the requirements for storage and 
C(lmput�r time may be substantially reduced and become comparable with th� requirements 
in the (;lSC "f rate-type creep . 

o. The tinite difference method in space coordinates is suitabk for the plates with simple 
boundaries, such as the rectangular plates. 

Ad.n(Q, 0I'd:':1'I11011 The present rescan:h was spon'sored by Ford SClen�e Found.Hlon and ,"'drned (lut dUrin£! 
1967 fl1': .it the LnjHTSil� uf Toronto, Department of Ci .... il Engineering, under the supcrvlSion of pf()fesso� 
M, W HUf-blns 
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APPENDIX 
Theorem I 

Let the constituti�e equation for small strains be 

(A1) 

where uij = stress tensor, e., = strain tensor. £� = initial strain tensor, c" .. = elastic 
moduli; cijuand e� may depend on space coordinates xiii = 1. 2,3). Introduce the prestress 
tensor 

(A2) 

and define F' as the state of volume and surface loads which equilibrate u�. Then. in a given 
body under zero applied load, the stresses are U!i-U;j. the (linearized) str"ins are ei, and 
the (small) displacements are u,' where lTi�' £i�' u! is the solution of the same body (with 
the given prescribed displacements) for loads FI and zero initial strains (e� = 0). 

Effect of initial strains in plates 
Consider a plate in plane (x, y) or (XI' X2)' To determine the effect of initial strains 

.�')' e? I,.,' e�2,." e?2,.,. e�J", given by equation (5). first the prestresses defined by ,·quation 
(6) must be computed, as required by Theorem L For substitution in formula (6), it is 
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necessary to calculate first the deviatoric and volumetric components which are (alJ." = 

0'131.1 = O'Z3u) = 0): 
a"" = (all,,, +au,,,l/3 (A3) 

The resultants of prestresses (6) o\er the thickness oith� plate are certain bending moments, 
denoted as M�", and M�,,), and torsional moment .\f�.,"" 

where 

o 0' 0 (Jill") = (/",,.,+SI1'''I' 

.. d � 
\[0 - J aO - d-;. ,',,,1 - 21,�\" '" -4:1 

' •• 2 
.\f� •. ,", = J a� 2",= dz (A4) 

- •. 1 

(AS) 

According to the well-known differential equilibrium equation for plates (7) the dis
tributed load q(�) which balances a?,." s? I, .. ' sh .. , sh" is 

01 MO (>1 \/0 (-1 MO 
q(�) = - � - 2� - � 

(·x2 ex('.\' C,I'l · (A6) 

This load represents the loading state FI, defined in Theorem 1. In addition. FI might also 
include certain loads at the edges. But at simply supported edges a?;,.) and M�,., . . . . are 
all zero so that no loads are needed. At fixed edges, moments balancing M�,., . . . . should be 
included in FI ; they have. however. no effect on the stresses in the plate. 

Deflection w(�) of the elastic plate under the load q(�l may be solved from the equation 
[7] : 

(A7) 

with the appropriate boundary conditions; notation: D = hdJ EI( I - Jil) where E = 3/(K-1 
+ G- 1) = Young modulus, Ji = (lK - G)/(K + G) = Poisson ratio. The stresses at),.) due 
to q(�) are determined from the relationships [7]: 

(AS) 

Finally. the dellcctions and str�sses, caus�d by the initials strains r.�." ('? I,.,' e�2,." l'? 2 •• " 

egJ.,." are: 

(A9) 

Relationships (A4HA9) were derived in 1964 independently by Lin (5) and by Bafant 
[3}. More general relationships for sandwich plates and shells have been also deduced [9). 

(R�Co'j""d 17 F�b'IIIl'Y 1%9; Tfvised20 JanUIJ'Y 1970) 

!\;Ul11l'rll.;.d S\)lutwll llf Ihln-lincar creep probk'ms with aPl"lic':Hion to plato!s �7 
AOcTpaKT--LlaeTCJOI 06U1U" "tHC.leHtlhIA MCTOll HHTerp"pOaaHMR no BpeMeHH HC.1KHCHHDlX lalla'l nOjll"'1C�TH 
nacnc.aCTBeHHorO Tuna. npc.a.laraCMbIA MeTO,ll CBonHT la.aa'lY nonl),"ICCTH K PJiI.JY la.aa'l )Hp)'r�TH c 
Bnlly)K.'lCHHbI�tH llCtPop:...t3mIJlMH. npllBt!pJh;!TCJI npaKTH'Iecli:aJl Bep\>RTHOCTb H CXO.lioiMOCTh Ha OCH("se pa�'t�ra npA!\-IO)TO:lbIl0" n.lJt.:TiHlKlf. UCC,'CllYCTCJI 1"1.,mtpH'tCCKH TO"tHOCTb pa)HOrO p0.13 Mt!, .. ).11.."8 . .J.UI 
cn":�HaJlbHuro \.:'.1) "laM Bb1fJl))K.J.l!HHOrO .. 11p3 nOCnC.lCAcTBHJI Bl.oIBO;UtTCR 1¢,4M!KntB,;alll. nll )i\Olh:l\1UH 
M3WHHHoro 8b1rHCJ,eH�UI. Ml".lH4JUK3UHfi MeTOlla. KpOMe Toro ltCCne.l)"I()TCJI "'HC.leHHwe MCTll;lbl �l;lJl 
.:llI<P<!>epeHYH"nhHOrO la'OHa nomY"'CTH. 


